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$EVWUDFW. The main topics of article are construction of loop heat pipe, thermal visualization of working fluid
dynamics and research results interpretation. The work deals about heat flux transport by working fluid in loop
heat pipe from evaporator to condenser evolution. The result of the work give us how the hydrodynamic and
thermal processes which take place inside the loop of heat pipe affect on the overall heat transport by loop heat
pipe at start-up and during operation.

,QWURGXFWLRQ
Infrared thermography is one of the most important
sensing technologies applied to the detection and
monitoring of manufacturing and production equipment.
Until recently this sophisticated technology was
prohibitively expensive, being driven primarily by
military applications; over the last few years, however,
the technology has improved and it has been introduced
to high volume commercial and professional applications
by innovative companies. This has brought the price
down to a level which is opening up a host of new
applications to use infrared thermography. One of new
infrared thermograpy applications is thermal imaging
heat flux transferred working fluid in heat pipes to verify
and test heat pipe operation [1].
Heat pipe is device which is more and more used to
heat transport industry branch, such as industries using
thermal processes, heat transfer processes or in power
electronics cooling, because use to heat transport latent
heat contained in vapour at working fluid vaporization
and thus significantly increases the heat pipe thermal
conductivity.
The most cases of incorrect operation heat pipes is
due to, carelessness in filling and sealing the heat pipe,
wrong choice working fluid amount or the formation of
non-condensable gas arising on account materials and
working fluid incompatibility or impurities in the
working fluid and materials of the heat pipe. These
aspects affect the transferred heat flux which is reflected
in the increase of the temperature difference between the
evaporator and condenser part of the heat pipe. Scanning
the surface temperature of the heat pipe during operation
by infrared camera can be monitored transferred heat flux
of the working fluid and thus determine whether the heat
a

pipe working correctly. Some works deals about heat
pipe experiments [2 - 4].

([SHULPHQWV
In this section is described experiment of thermal
imaging heat flux transferred working fluid in loop heat
pipe by infrared camera. The experiment deals about
influence of working fluid on heat transport ability of
loop heat pipe and distribution of heat flux by working
fluid.
/RRSKHDWSLSHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
Loop heat pipe consists of an evaporator with wick, a
condenser, a compensation chamber, and liquid and
vapor line. Only the evaporator and the compensation
contain wicks; the rest of the loop is made of smooth wall
tubing. The wick in the evaporator is made with fine
pores for purpose of developing a capillary pressure to
circulate fluid around the loop, while the wick in the
compensation chamber is made with larger pores for
purpose of managing fluid ingress and egress. The
operating principle of the LHP is as follows. As heat is
applied to the evaporator, liquid is vaporized and the
menisci formed at the liquid/vapour interface in the
evaporator wick develop capillary forces to push the
vapour through the vapour line to the condenser. Vapour
condenses in the condenser and the capillary forces
continue to push liquid back to the evaporator. The waste
heat from the heat source provides the driving force for
the circulation of the working fluid and no external
pumping power is required. The two - phase
compensation chamber stores excess liquid and controls
the operating temperature of the loop [5].
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This experiment was realized with loop heat pipe
model made in our workplace. The loop heat pipe model
is shown in figure 1. In the figure 2 is cross section of
compensation chamber and evaporator with capillary
structure. The condenser of loop heat pipe model was
created from finned pipe, so that heat loaded to the
evaporator was dissipate to the ambient air by natural
convection. The working fluid is acetone (50 % of loop
heat pipe volume).

According [12] the main parameters of wick are porosity,
pore diameter and permeability. The optimal porosity of
sintered wick is between 30- 75% regardless of the pore
diameter. The sintered material porosity increases when
the temperature or the forming pressure decrease. The
optimal permeability is between 10-14 and 3.10-13 m2. The
capillary structure used in loop heat pipe model shown in
figure 3 was made from copper powder with granularity
of 50 µm by sintering in the electric oven.

Figure 3. Capillary structure.
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Figure 1. Model of loop heat pipe. 1 – compensation chamber,
2 – flange with isolation, 3 – evaporator, 4 – vapour line, 5 –
vent valve, 6 – condenser, 7 – liquid line, 8 - filling and closing
valve.

In the figure 4 to 10 are shown thermal images of the
loop heat pipe loaded by heat 60 W and heat flux
distribution by working fluid at the time. On the first four
thermal images is seen start-up of loop heat pipe, where
is the heat flux gradually transferred by working fluid
from evaporator to the condenser part. On the last two
thermal images is see fully operated loop heat pipe
without no temperature changes at time. There is seen
different temperature between vapour line (on the right)
and condenser line (on the left), too. The vapour line is
hotter than the condensation line. It means that the
vapours of the working fluid transfer all heat flux from
evaporator (on the bottom) to the condenser (on the top).
There vapours of the working fluid condense to the
liquid, heat transferred from evaporator is removed to the
surrounding and working fluid return back to the
evaporator.

Figure 2. Cross section of compensation chamber and
evaporator with capillary structure. 1 – compensation chamber,
2 – evaporator, 3 – capillary structure.

To achieve good thermal performance of loop heat
pipe, capillary wicks with high permeability and porosity
and fine pore radius are expected. These parameters
depend mainly on the manufacturing process. The most
frequently used wicks are made of sintered metal, like
nickel, cooper, titanium, stainless steel or polymers
(polyethylene, polypropylene, PTFE) [6]. There is known
a number of research works which deal with sintered
wick structure suitable in loop heat pipe [7 - 11].

Figure 4. Surface temperatures develop of loop heat pipe at
time 2 min from heating start.
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Figure 5. Surface temperatures develop of loop heat pipe at
time 8 min from heating start.

Figure 6. Surface temperatures develop of loop heat pipe at
time 12 min from heating start.

Figure 7. Surface temperatures develop of loop heat pipe at
time 20 min from heating start.

Figure 8. Surface temperatures develop of loop heat pipe at
time 28 min from heating start.

Figure 9. Surface temperatures develop of loop heat pipe at
time 32 min from heating start.

Figure 10. Surface temperatures develop of loop heat pipe at
time 52 min from heating start.
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&RQFOXVLRQV
The goal of this work was design and construction of the
loop heat pipe with possibility removed heat fluxes to the
surrounding in range approximately of 50 W. Thermal
imaging of the loop heat pipe shows that the loop heat
pipe loaded by heat 60 W has stabilized evaporator and
condenser temperature after 30 minutes from start-up. Its
operation was in equilibrium state without any
temperature changes on evaporator and condenser part at
time. This means that this loop heat pipe operate correctly
and is able remove heat fluxes up-to 100 W.
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